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Winner kisses  
his/her date

Audi commercial 
airs

George Clooney 
seen sporting  

a beard

Winner thanks 
spouse

Winner  
has totally 

unintelligible  
accent

Steve Martin’s 
banjo playing is 

referenced

Presenters speak 
awkwardly in 

unison

Avatar wins  
an award in the  

first hour
Woman trips

Winner claims 
he/she didn’t 

prepare a speech

Up wins Best 
Animated Feature

Winner or 
presenter wears  

an awareness 
ribbon 

Someone tells  
his/her kids  
to go to bed

Leonardo  
DiCaprio sighted

Winner thanks  
the Academy

Jeff Bridges  
seen sporting  

a beard

Brad Pitt seen 
sporting a beard

Farrah Fawcett 
appears in dead 
person montage

Someone  
spotted with a 
colored bow tie

Hip hop  
dance number 

takes place

Patrick Swayze 
appears in dead 
person montage

Sandra Bullock 
wears a red dress

Five+ people go  
on stage to accept 

a single award

Someone  
mentions Haiti
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Winner kisses  
his/her date

Audi commercial 
airs

George Clooney 
seen sporting  

a beard

Winner thanks 
spouse

Winner  
has totally 

unintelligible  
accent

Steve Martin’s 
banjo playing is 

referenced

Presenters speak 
awkwardly in 

unison

Avatar wins  
Best Picture

Woman trips

Michael Jackson 
mentioned

Up wins Best 
Animated Feature

Winner or 
presenter wears  

an awareness 
ribbon 

Someone tells  
his/her kids  
to go to bed

Woman gets  
teary-eyed

Winner thanks  
the Academy

Jeff Bridges  
seen sporting  

a beard

Brad Pitt seen 
sporting a beard

Farrah Fawcett 
appears in dead 
person montage

Someone  
spotted with a 
colored bow tie

Orchestra cuts  
off winner’s  

speech

Patrick Swayze 
appears in dead 
person montage

Winner uses  
notes in  

acceptance  
speech

Five+ people go  
on stage to accept 

a single award

Someone  
mentions Haiti
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Winner kisses  
his/her date

Audi commercial 
airs

Morgan Freeman 
seen sporting a 

beard

Winner thanks 
spouse

Winner  
has totally 

unintelligible  
accent

Steve Martin’s 
banjo playing is 

referenced

Presenters speak 
awkwardly in 

unison

Avatar’s big  
budget is 

referenced

Woman trips

Winner claims 
he/she didn’t 

prepare a speech

Up wins Best 
Animated Feature

Winner or 
presenter wears  

an awareness 
ribbon 

Someone tells  
his/her kids  
to go to bed

Woman gets  
teary-eyed

Winner thanks  
the Academy

Jeff Bridges  
seen sporting  

a beard

Christoph Waltz  
seen sporting  

a beard

Farrah Fawcett 
appears in dead 
person montage

The Hurt  
Locker’s small  

budget is 
referenced

Orchestra cuts  
off winner’s  

speech

Patrick Swayze 
appears in dead 
person montage

Winner uses  
notes in  

acceptance  
speech

Five+ people go  
on stage to accept 

a single award

Someone  
mentions Haiti
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Winner kisses  
his/her date

Audi commercial 
airs

George Clooney 
seen sporting a 

beard

Winner thanks 
spouse

Winner  
has totally 

unintelligible  
accent

Steve Martin’s 
banjo playing is 

referenced

Presenters speak 
awkwardly in 

unison

Avatar wins  
Best Picture

Woman trips

Winner claims 
he/she didn’t 

prepare a speech

Up wins Best 
Animated Feature

Winner or 
presenter wears  

an awareness 
ribbon 

Someone tells  
his/her kids  
to go to bed

Leonardo  
DiCaprio sighted

Winner thanks  
the Academy

Jeff Bridges  
seen sporting  

a beard

Brad Pitt seen 
sporting a beard

Stanley Tucci  
seen sporting  

a beard

Someone  
spotted with a 
colored bow tie

Hip hop  
dance number 

takes place

Patrick Swayze 
appears in dead 
person montage

Sandra Bullock 
wears a red dress

Five+ people go  
on stage to accept 

a single award

Someone  
mentions Haiti
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Winner kisses  
his/her date

Audi commercial 
airs

George Clooney 
seen sporting  

a beard

Michael Jackson 
mentioned

Winner  
has totally 

unintelligible  
accent

Steve Martin’s 
banjo playing is 

referenced

Presenters speak 
awkwardly in 

unison

Avatar wins  
an award in the  

first hour

Woman trips

Winner claims 
he/she didn’t 

prepare a speech

The Hurt  
Locker’s small  

budget is 
referenced

Winner or 
presenter wears  

an awareness 
ribbon 

Someone tells  
his/her kids  
to go to bed

Woman gets  
teary-eyed

Winner thanks  
the Academy

Stanley Tucci  
seen sporting  

a beard

Brad Pitt seen 
sporting a beard

Farrah Fawcett 
appears in dead 
person montage

Someone  
spotted with a 
colored bow tie

Orchestra cuts  
off winner’s  

speech

Patrick Swayze 
appears in dead 
person montage

Winner uses  
notes in  

acceptance  
speech

Five+ people go  
on stage to accept 

a single award

Someone  
mentions Haiti
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Winner kisses  
his/her date

Audi commercial 
airs

Morgan Freeman 
seen sporting  

a beard

Winner thanks 
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Winner  
has totally 

unintelligible  
accent

Steve Martin’s 
banjo playing is 

referenced

Presenters speak 
awkwardly in 

unison

Avatar wins  
an award in the  

first hour

Woman trips

Winner claims 
he/she didn’t 

prepare a speech

Up wins Best 
Animated Feature

Winner or 
presenter wears  

an awareness 
ribbon 
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his/her kids  
to go to bed

Woman gets  
teary-eyed

Winner thanks  
the Academy

Jeff Bridges  
seen sporting  

a beard

Christoph Waltz  
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a beard
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appears in dead 
person montage

Someone  
spotted with a 
colored bow tie

Orchestra cuts  
off winner’s  

speech

Patrick Swayze 
appears in dead 
person montage

Winner uses  
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acceptance  
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Five+ people go  
on stage to accept 

a single award

Someone  
mentions Haiti
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Winner kisses  
his/her date

Audi commercial 
airs

George Clooney 
seen sporting a 

beard

Winner thanks 
spouse

Winner  
has totally 

unintelligible  
accent

Steve Martin’s 
banjo playing is 

referenced

Presenters speak 
awkwardly in 

unison

Avatar wins  
Best Picture

Woman trips

Winner claims 
he/she didn’t 

prepare a speech

Up wins Best 
Animated Feature

Winner or 
presenter wears  

an awareness 
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to go to bed

Woman gets  
teary-eyed

Winner thanks  
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Jeff Bridges  
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a beard

Brad Pitt seen 
sporting a beard

Farrah Fawcett 
appears in dead 
person montage
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spotted with a 
colored bow tie

Orchestra cuts  
off winner’s  

speech

Patrick Swayze 
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Winner kisses  
his/her date

Audi commercial 
airs

George Clooney 
seen sporting a 

beard

Winner thanks 
spouse

Winner  
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unintelligible  
accent

Steve Martin’s 
banjo playing is 

referenced

Presenters speak 
awkwardly in 

unison

Avatar wins  
an award in the  

first hour

Woman trips

Winner claims 
he/she didn’t 

prepare a speech

Up wins Best 
Animated Feature

Winner or 
presenter wears  

an awareness 
ribbon

Someone tells  
his/her kids  
to go to bed

Woman gets  
teary-eyed

Winner thanks  
the Academy

Jeff Bridges  
seen sporting a 

beard

Brad Pitt seen 
sporting a beard

Bea Arthur  
appears in dead 
person montage

Someone  
spotted with a 
colored bow tie

Orchestra cuts  
off winner’s  

speech

Patrick Swayze 
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acceptance  
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a single award

Someone  
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Winner kisses  
his/her date

Audi commercial 
airs

Morgan Freeman 
seen sporting  

a beard

Winner thanks 
spouse

Winner  
has totally 

unintelligible  
accent

Steve Martin’s 
banjo playing is 

referenced

Presenters speak 
awkwardly in 

unison

Avatar wins  
an award in the  

first hour

Winner claims 
he/she didn’t 

prepare a speech

The Hurt  
Locker wins  
Best Picture 

Winner or 
presenter wears  

an awareness 
ribbon 

Someone tells  
his/her kids  
to go to bed

Woman gets  
teary-eyed

Winner thanks  
the Academy

Jeff Bridges  
seen sporting  

a beard

Christoph Waltz  
seen sporting a 

beard

Bea Arthur  
appears in dead 
person montage

Someone  
spotted with a 
colored bow tie

Orchestra cuts  
off winner’s  

speech

Patrick Swayze 
appears in dead 
person montage

Winner uses  
notes in  

acceptance  
speech

Five+ people go  
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a single award

Someone  
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Sandra Bullock 
wears a red dress
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Winner kisses  
his/her date
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airs

George Clooney 
seen sporting a 

beard
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Winner kisses  
his/her date

Audi commercial 
airs

Morgan Freeman 
seen sporting a 
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awkwardly in 

unison

Avatar wins  
an award in the  

first hour

Woman trips
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he/she didn’t 

prepare a speech
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Animated Feature

The Hurt  
Locker wins  
Best Picture 
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DiCaprio sighted

Winner thanks  
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appears in dead 
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Hip hop  
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